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The M. I. Hummel Album
Synopsis
A celebration of a beloved figurine collection features more than one hundred full-color photographs that display the entire series, describes the life of its creator, and discusses the influences of religion, folk art, and tradition on her work. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Customer Reviews
Exceptional photography by Walter Pfeiffer brings the beloved Goebel figurines to the page in amazing detail, while Joan N. Ostroff and Manfred Arras economize on words to convey the essence of the art so many of us collect. These are the best 320 pages you can own if you simply love looking at Sister Hummel's little children. This is not a price list or catalog, but rather a masterful presentation of the best ceramic figurines anyone could hope to own. The third chapter alone, "The People Behind the Figurines," is worth every penny of the price of this book. The Goebel tradition of fine craftsmanship is articulated in photo essay form. Master sculptors, moldmakers, casters, assemblers, kilnsmen, glazers, and painters are captured like never before, and the complicated and many-stepped process of making the figurines is brought to your study for thoughtful appreciation. As many as forty molds are required to make some of the pieces, shedding light at last on why these beautiful little children can cost more than your new wide-screen TV. If you collect Hummels, you owe it to yourself to buy this book. You'll love it as much as you love any of your figurines.
This is a beautiful hardcover book with lots of information and even more lovely color images. I ordered this book as a gift for my Aunt, who collects Hummel figures, and she was delighted to receive it. When I got a chance to flip through it I was very impressed, it seems a lot nicer than so many of the coffee table art books that I own.

The M. I. Hummel Album by Joan N. Ostroff gave me a surprise - why? - it was just as a new book, very nice and full of information, thankyou from Sweden

The excellent book for the collector! It is a lot of information and pictures. I recommend to all collectors HUMMEL

I would have like pricing. But it arrived as described. ! Thank you!
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